Tentative Agenda for IAMG Council Meeting
Hotel Mercure Liège Centre
Liege, Belgium
Sunday September 3rd, 2006
from 2pm to 5pm

1. Welcome by Frits Agterberg, President
2. Hear From Officers and Committee Chairs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frits Agterberg, President
Nick Fisher, Vice President
Clayton V. Deutsch, Secretary General
Gina Ross, Treasurer
Michael Ed. Hohn (Publications Committee)
Heinz Burger (Awards Committee)
Alex Desbarats
Sean McKenna (Chair of Distinguished Lecturers)
Tim Coburn (Student Grants Committee)
Abani Samal (Student Chapters Representative)
Helmut Schaeben (Chair of Student Affairs)
Eric Grunsky (Webmaster)
Pamela Lyons (IAMG office)

NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
NN mins
20 mins
20 mins

3. Review Strategic Plan Objectives
4. New Business
5. 5pm End of Meeting

20 mins

Notes taken from Council Meeting
The Council unanimously agreed to:
•

accept minutes prepared by the Officers and Committee Chairs.

•

move toward a name change to the “International Association of Mathematical
Geosciences and Geoinformatics”.

•

the President appointing a Content Manager for the website.

President’s report, IAMG Council meeting, Liège, Belgium, 3 September 2006
As president, I have the privilege to write memos to Council, to publish a forum in our
semi-annual newsletter, and to communicate in other ways with the membership. For
these reasons, this report will be brief.
Most of our plans are outlined in IAMG Newsletter No. 72 (June 2006). A few updates
are as follows. Good progress is being made with the selection of the new NRR Editor-inChief. This matter is currently under review by the Publications Committee and will be
brought before Council in the near future. Dan Merriam has re-organized our archive. It
is smaller now and can remain at the Kansas Geological Survey for the time being.
Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn is not only our 2006 Krumbein medalist; she will also be IAMG
Distinguished Lecturer for 2007. Our participation in biennial sessions of the
International Statistical Institute is being continued; Council member Maria João Pereira
is organizing a Special Topic Contributed Papers Meeting on “Geostatistics for
Environmental Applications” in Lisboa, Portugal, August 2007.
I would like to thank all of you who have made significant efforts to steer our small
society in the right direction. My feeling is that the IAMG is at the crossroads right now
and that important decisions are being taken this year that will, to a large extent,
determine how we are going to proceed in future.
Frits Agterberg, 23 July 2006

Secretary General’s Report
IAMG Annual Meeting
Liege, Belgium
September 3rd, 2006

Certificates and plaques were prepared.
The redesign of the IAMG web site was implemented and is undergoing continual
improvement. Membership administration and dues payment has been setup and will be
transferred to the IAMG office.

Publications Committee Report 2006
The past year has been busy and challenging for the editors of our journals. We now have two new editors of our
journals, at varying stages of transition. Meanwhile, we hope to have a new editor for Natural Resources Research
approved shortly. Our journals and the IAMG depend a lot on the hard work of our editors and their boards, and we
owe a large thank you to Dan Merriam, Graeme Bonham-Carter, and Ed Sharp.
One of the biggest problems this year has been the serious slip in paper publication of Mathematical Geology, and
the problems that Ed Sharp has faced in making sure final, published manuscripts reflect all changes made by him
and the authors. All this has been in the middle of trying to set up a smooth transition between Ed and his
successor, Roussos Dimitrakopoulos. The problems appear to stem from Springer’s takeover of Kluwer and
changes in their production process with more emphasis on publication on-line. Ed, Roussos, and I continue to
monitor this situation, with Ed taking the lead still.
A proposal has been put forth that the name of our flagship journal be changed, specifically to “Mathematical
Geosciences.” As of this writing, I am putting together a summary of responses to this idea from Publications
Committee members. I can write at this point that feelings run high on this issue and the response has not been
unanimous for or against the proposed change.
I am working to host a meeting of our editors some time in the spring of 2007, at a state park in West Virginia that
has meeting facilities. By that time all our new editors will be in place, although some degree of transition will be
taking place for NRR. The meeting will probably be held in conjunction with a meeting of the IAMG Executive
Committee.
Michael Hohn, Chair
IAMG Publications Committee
Mathematical Geology
Submissions during 2006 are running behind that in 2005. While the web is encouraging submissions, the late
production of the journal is discouraging them. An additional 10 articles were submitted as part of a special issue
on IGC-2004. As in previous years, time from receipt of a manuscript to time of publication is about one year if
minimal revision is required.
The number of papers to be published in 2006 is similar to that of previous years:
2001
2002
2003
2004
Papers
Book Reviews
Letters to Editor
Assoc. Annoucements
Notes
Teacher's Aides

44
6
2
3
1
3

50
9
0
3
0
0

Submissions
54
74*
*excluding special issues.
!period January through June.

2005

2006

50
8
3
2
1
0

45
9
1
1
0
0

47
8
0
1
1
0

47
8
1
1
1
0

75*

66*

81*

38*!

The scientific content of the journal is determined entirely by the nature of the manuscripts submitted. For example,
no teacher's aides have been published because there were no submissions. At the present time the editor is
publishing all manuscripts that pass review. For the editor to exercise any direction over the scientific content of
the journal under the current page agreement, annual submissions would need to reach at least 90 per year.
This past year more and more of our submissions were made through Editorial Manager, the web based system
which Springer uses for submission, review and acceptance of manuscripts. Of the 81 submissions in 2005, 29
were paper and 52 were via the web. In the first six months of 2006, 9 were paper and 29 were via the web. As of
July 2006, the policy is to accept only a web based submission unless there is a special request from the author.

The principal advantage of the web based submission and review system is the ease with which the review role can
be distributed among associate editors. It also relieves the burden of postal receipt and distribution to remote
locations around the world. In spite of the supposed ease of using the web based system for review, many reviewers
even after personal contact still ignore the invitation to review via the web. In fact, many reviewers still request to
review the manuscript on paper. Generally this has been accommodated by post or the article has been sent to the
reviewer as a scanned e-mail pdf. One other unresolved issue is web based acceptance. At this time, there is no
agreement with Springer's production department as to how to incorporate into a manuscript, corrections made by
the editor. As a consequence, the editor still requires authors to submit their final version on both paper and CD.
At the beginning of 2005, the journal was running nearly on schedule, but by mid year it began to run about 3
months behind as the duties performed by Kluwer were taken over by Springer. Initially I had hoped that the
journal would be back on schedule by the end of 2005, but this just did not happen. In fact there was a marked
deterioration in the receipt of proofs and in the production of the print version. I suspect this was the result of a
drastic turnover in staff in New York along with the implementation of Springer's system of online first. In the
online first system, individual articles are, after correction of proofs, posted on the web at SpringerLink. Later,
these articles are assembled together on the web as a specific issue of the journal followed by production of a print
version. The biggest problem the editor had, other than huge delays, is that many corrections to the proofs made by
the editor were ignored between the time the editor returned proofs and the articles were posted to online first.
Once placed on SpringerLink, Springer will not consider any changes whatsoever. To resolve this difficulty, there
is now a provisional arrangement that the editor will review each article before it is posted to online first.
However, based on past performance, it will be necessary to wait and see if they bother to actually keep that
agreement.
As a consequence, the January issue of 2006 did not appear in print until the 13th of July even though Springer had
the complete set of manuscripts in their possession by early June of 2005; a lapse of 13 months. The usual
production turn around from submission to print in the past has been 6 months. Three months from manuscript to
issue proof and three months from proofs to print. Below I present a summarized version of the production
scheduling:
Issue
Jan04
.
.
Nov04

Production Schedule 2004-2006
Shipped
Proofs
Printed
Oct03
Jan04
Mar04
.
.
.
.
.
.
Jul04
Sep04
Jan05

Months
5
.
.
6

Jan05
Feb05
Apr05
May05
Jul05
Aug05
Oct05
Nov05

Aug04
Sep04
Oct04
Dec04
Jan05
Feb05
Apr05
May05

Nov04
Jan05
Jan05
Jun05
Jul05
Aug05
Nov05
Dec05

Mar05
Jun05
Jun05
Aug05
Oct05
Nov05
Jan06
Apr06

6
9
6
8
9
9
9
11

Jan06
Feb06
Apr06
May06
Jul06
Aug06
Oct06
Nov06

Jun05
Jun05
Oct05
Nov05
Feb06
Mar06
May06
Jun06

Feb06*
Feb06*
Mar06*
Apr06*
May06*
Jun06*
Jun06*
Jul06*

Jul06
!
!
?
?
?
?
?

13
14?
13?
?
?
?
?
?

* Month in which proofs were sent to authors (no TOC or issue proofs)
! These issues appeared on SpringerLink in late Jun06 and early Jul06.

Based on the present status of proofs, the potential exists for all but the November issue to appear on SpringerLink
by the end of the current calendar year. It is not yet clear what the lag time will be between SpringerLink and the
print version.
Now that I have served as editor for five years, I am beginning to feel the wear and tear of the position and it is
time for me to step aside and hand these responsibilities to someone else. As most of you probably know by now,
Roussos Dimitrakopolous has been elected by council as the new editor. I thank you for allowing me the
opportunity to serve the IAMG in this position of honor and I wish Roussos, my successor, a successful tenure in
his effort with our journal.
W. Edwin Sharp
Editor-in-Chief
Mathematical Geology

Computers & Geosciences
At the end of June, Graeme Bonham-Carter retired as Editor-in- Chief of Computers & Geosciences, replaced by
the Deputy Editor, Eric Grunsky. Graeme has been at the helm since the mid-1990s, and feels that it is time for a
change.
Over the past 10 years, the number of submissions to the journal has increased markedly from about 150 papers per
year to over 400. As a consequence, the rejection rate has increased dramatically. It was recently as high as 70%.
Once papers have been accepted for publication, and been through the proof stage, they are made available in an
on-line list, waiting for the next available issue. Recently, this list has contained as many as 85 papers, or about 4
issues-worth. Elsevier has decided to increase the number of issues/year from 10 to 12, and this will help to reduce
the backlog, although the rejection rate will still be high.
The editorial workload has also increased markedly in recent years, and despite the improvements and efficiencies
introduced by the online Elsevier Editorial System (ESS), the ability to manage over 400 papers per year has
become too large for the Editor-in-Chief alone. Changes have been made to the list of Associate Editors, and
Associates will now have a greater executive role in the handling of papers than before. Incoming papers will be
assigned to the ‘handling editor’--one of the five Associate Editors or retained by the Editor-in-Chief himself. The
handling editor will select reviewers and make the editorial decisions for that paper. The Managing Editor (Jean
Hubay) will continue to have the vital role of dealing with reviewers, keeping track of the whole manuscript
database to make sure that nothing falls between the cracks, and will also do the technical editing to make sure that
the journal style (particularly the references) is maintained.
The Associate Editors are now Ute Herzfeld (general geomathematics, USA), Qiuming Cheng (general
geomathematics, China), Gordon Cooper (geophysics, South Africa), Boyan Brodaric (information science,
Canada) and Carlos Roberto de Sousa Filho (remote sensing, Brazil). Ute has been an Associate Editor for about
the past 10 years already, whereas the others have all served on the Editorial Board for several years. Frits
Agterberg has agreed to serve as Consulting Editor, providing special advice to the Editor in Chief, and Roussos
Dimitrakopoulos, previously an Associate Editor with Frits, will stay on the Editorial Board. Roussos is of course
the new Editor in Chief of Mathematical Geology, and his inclusion on the Editorial Board will help to provide a
real editorial link between the two journals.
Some recent additions to the Editorial Board include Richard Lisle (structural geology, UK), Clayton Deutsch
(geostatistics, Canada), Nam Tran (petroleum engineering, Australia) and Simon Cox (information science,
Australia). Some recent retirements from the Editorial Board include John Whalley, Berndt Milkreit, Declan
DePaor, Mark Jessell, G.S. Yadav and Paul Curran.
Kim-Lan Thonus, the Publishing Editor of CAGEO has increased the page budget for Computers & Geosciences
for 2006 for issues 8, 9 and 10 for a total of 576 pages, or 288 pages per issue.

Articles published in 2005
Papers: 121
Short Notes 7
Book Reviews 9
Letters to the Editor: 1
Special Issues: 2
Articles published in 2006
No.1: 14
No. 2: 15
No. 3: 10, 1 Erratum
No. 4: 11, 1 Short Note
No. 5: 12, 2 Short Notes, 1 Editorial
No. 6: 11
No. 7: 12 (7 in Special Issue: Computer Simulation of natural phenomena for Hazard Assessment)
No. 8:18 (12 in Special Issue: Spatial Modeling for Environmental and Hazard Management 1 Short Note
Submissions from May 31, 2005 – August 01, 2006: 412
Submissions accepted: 82
Submissions rejected: 152
Submission under review: 111
Submission with Editor: 14
Submission under Revision: 51
Submissions Withdrawn: 1
Submissions Incomplete:1
Submissions for 2005: 177 (May 31- December 31, 2005)
Submissions accepted:61
Submissions rejected: 83
Submissions with Editor: 2
Submissions under Revision: 19
Submissions under Review: 11
Submissions Withdrawn: 1
Submissions for 2006: 235 (January 1 – August 2, 2006)
Submissions accepted: 21
Submissions rejected: 69
Submissions with Editor: 12
Submissions under Revision: 32
Submissions under Review: 100
Submissions Incomplete:1

Rejection Rate for 2005: 83/144 = 58%
Interim Rejection Rate for 2006: 69/90 = 77%
Submissions per month 412/14 = 29.43
Graeme Bonham-Carter and Eric Grunsky
Computers & Geosciences

Natural Resources Research
In 2005, 20 manuscripts were received for consideration for publication in Natural Resources Research: 4 were
rejected; 2 are still being processed; and 14 have been published in volumes 14 (2005) and 15 (2006). Because of
the change in publishers - Kluwer/Academic to Springer - there has been considerable delay with volume 15 and
the first issue has yet to be distributed. Part of the the second issue is in page proof, and manuscripts are in hand
for the third issue and will be sent to press by the 15th of August. So far in 2006, 8 mss have been received: 1 was
rejected; 3 are still being processed; and 4 have been scheduled for volume 15 (2006). Several proposals have been
received for a special issue of NRR and I am waiting for further details before making a commitment. Special
issues have special problems. There essentially is no backlog of mss and I do not have anything for the final issue
(no. 4) of volume 15. That issue should go to press by September but it will be much later I am sure.
Competition for good papers is getting intense. The number of submissions has steadily decreased: 2001 - 42;
2002 - 28; 2003 - 24; 2004 - 27; 2005 - 20; and in 2006 - (to the 3rd of August) 8. Part of the problem is being
aggressive in obtaining good papers another part is the poor advertisement by the publisher (and the IAMG). Our
partner in this venture is almost invisible and needs to be cultivated. The AAPG/EMD could provide support in
supplying papers and subscribers, which would be a big boost for the journal. All of these problems can be fixed
with some attention. The journal was born in a time of publishing unrest and in 8 years I have gone through 3
publishing companies, 5 production editors, a change or two in procedures, and the printing is now done in India.
To help remedy the situation a new, young, and dedicated editor has been located; he is expected to take over the
journal sometime in 2007. Jerry Jensen will have the where-with-all to correct some of these problems and
aggressively recruit good authors and papers. Under his editorship, NRR should thrive and be even better. Good
luck Jerry.
Dan Merriam
Editor-in-Chief
Natural Resources Research

IAMG Studies in Mathematical Geology
P.J. Lee's Monograph (no. 8) is complete and I plan to send a review copy to Tom Jones (SMG associate editor)
when I return to Kansas (17 August). Prof. Gordon Kaufman has kindly agreed to go over the manuscript and Dr.
Geoff Bohling of the Kansas Geological Survey/KU will give the equations an arduous going-over, which is
critical. Prof. John Davis has read it, of course, and in fact personally "re-drafted" all the illustrations (many!).
Appendix A will not print; I've brought it along to Leoben and have split it into two files, presuming that Word™
and MathType can't handle 28 pages that include 2.5 MB of equations. I'm not sure how Oxford will proceed or
what the turnaround will be. I believe that Michael Penn, OUP Editor, will also arrange for one or more reviews.
Of the five monographs I have prepared, this will be the first "manuscript" that I have submitted--the others were
all camera-ready copy.
Jo Anne DeGraffenreid
Editor
Studies in Mathematical Geology

Report from the Awards Committee
by
Heinz Burger (Chair of the Committee until 2006)
The IAMG Awards Committee was chaired by Heinz Burger until spring 2006. The new
chairman of the committee for the next time period is Stephen Henley (UK). Members of the
Awards Committee are now A. Buccianti (Italy), Jeff Caers (USA), Qiuming Cheng
(Canada), and Stephen Henley, Chair (UK).
It must be noted that changes in the Awards Committee should be updated on our web site.
For all four IAMG awards we are well within the scheduled time period (2 awards each year)
prescribed in the By-Laws. The committee had posted a call for nominations for the
Krumbein Medal and the John Cedric Griffith Teaching Award 2006 in the IAMG newsletter
No. 70, June 2005 and No 71, Dec. 2005.
There were six candidates for the Krumbein Medal (winner: Vera Pawlowsky, Spain) and
four candidates for the Griffith Award (winner: Paul Switzer, USA). According to our rules
the laudatios for the winners will be published on the IAMG website and additionally in
Mathematical Geology (Krumbein Medal) and Computers and Geosciences (Griffith Award).
During the last years we had about 5 nominations for the Krumbein Medal and 3-4
nominations for each other award. It is a permanent problem that the “Call for Nominations”
in the IAMG Newsletter doesn’t produce a sufficient number of candidates. Due to the well
established procedure to include candidates not elected in the preceding award rounds we get
a list of candidates which seems to be representative for the high scientific standard of the
members of our association.
The meeting in Liège will be a good opportunity to announce the call for nomination for the
Vistelius Award and for the next Felix Chayes Prize. This should be done during the awards
ceremony and/or during the closing session. A high number of qualified candidates is a
prerequisite for assuring meritorious winners. Experience has shown that personal contacts to
heads of research groups, institutes etc. are the best way to increase the number of suitable
nominations. Especially IAMG Council members and other interested IAMG members are
encouraged to activate their own contacts with respect to this task.

(Chair of the IAMG Awards Committee 2002 - 2006)

Report of the IAMG Distinguished Lecturer Committee
IAMG General Assembly
Sunday September 3rd, 2006, Liege, Belgium

Sean A. McKenna, Committee Chair
• The IAMG Distinguished Lecturer Series committee currently consists of Sean McKenna
(Sandia National Laboratories), Alexandre Desbarats (Geological Survey of Canada),
Qiuming Chen (York University), Tim Coburn (Abilene Christian University), Jaime
Gomez-Hernandez (Universidad Politechnia Valencia) Maria-Theresa Schafmesiter
(Ernst Moritz Arndt University of Greifswald), Sanjay Srinivasan (University of Texas).
Lawrence Drew (USGS) and Frits Agterberg (ex-officio). This is the second report from
this committee.
•

Dr. Lawrence J. Drew of the United States Geological Survey was the 2005 DL and
completed a successful tour of several locations in eastern Europe between May 2nd and
May 22nd, 2005. Larry gave 9 talks in The Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Serbia and
Hungary. The fall leg of Dr. Drew’s tour took him to Ottawa, Canada where he gave two
lectures, one at the University of Ottawa and the other at the Canadian Geological
Survey. He then went to the University of Southern Illinois and gave two lectures there.
The total number of lectures presented by Dr. drew in his tenure as DL was 13. The total
expenditures for Dr. Drew’s tour were approximately $5100: $3,600 on the spring tour
and about $1,500 on the fall tour. Local support ran about $5,100 in the spring and $950
for the fall tour.

•

The 2006 DL is Dr. Larry Lake of the University of Texas at Austin. To date, Dr. Lake
has given 11 presentations to a combined audience of approximately 375 people. These
presentations have been in the southern and southwestern United States and at five
locations in Canada. The attached MS Word file summarizes the dates, locations, titles
and audiences for these talks. Expenditures to date for Dr. Lake’s DL travels are:
$2,299.03. Dr. Lake plans to attend the 2006 IAMG meeting in Liege, although he is not
giving a presentation at this meeting, and he is arranging for several more presentations
this fall in Brazil.

• A call for nominations for the 2007 Distinguished Lecturer was published in the IAMG
newsletter. This drew a single self-nomination from an individual at the US Geological
Survey. This individual was not an IAMG member and had never published in IAMG
journals and was not considered as a strong candidate. Following up on interest from
last year, Alec Desbarats contacted Dr. Jean-Laurent Mallet. Dr. Mallet expressed his
honor at being nominated as well as his interest in the DL position, but due to personal
reasons was not able to accept the nomination. Another lead from last year was Dr. Vera
Pawlowsky-Glahn. Frits Agterberg contacted Dr. Pawlowsky-Glahn and she accepted
the nomination. It was decided that the letter used to nominate Dr. Pawlowsky-Glahn
for the Krumbein medal would suffice as the formal nomination for the 2007 DL. At
this point, Dr. Pawlowsky-Glahn is planning to be formally announced as the 2007 DL at
the 2006 annual meeting in Liege.

2006 IAMG Distinguished Lecturer: Larry Lake
Titles of Presentations:
1) Inferring Interwell Connectivity From Production and Injection Rate Fluctuations
2) Scales, Scaling and Scaleup
3) Enhanced Petroleum Recovery
4) A Personal Assessment of Uncertainty
2/24/2006

Florida International University, Miami, Florida, Presentation: Interwell
Connectivity, Audience of 25 (students and faculty)

2/23/2006

Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, Presentation: Interwell
Connectivity,, Audience of 25 (students and faculty)

3/15/2006

Society of Petroleum Engineers, Midland, Texas, Presentation: Interwell
Connectivity, Audience of 60 (petroleum industry professionals)

4/11/2006

New Mexico Tech University, Socorro, New Mexico, Presentation: Scales,
Scaling and Scaleup, Audience of 25 (students and faculty)

4/11/2006

New Mexico Tech University, Socorro, New Mexico Presentation:
Enhanced Petroleum Recovery, Audience of 30 (students and faculty)

4/12/2006

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Presentation: Scales,
Scaling and Scaleup, Audience of 70 (professionals)

5/29/2006

Memorial University, Newfoundland. Presentation: Enhanced Petroleum
Recovery, Audience of 50 (students, faculty and local industry)

5/30/2006

Canadian Geological Survey, Ottawa, Presentation: Assessment of
Uncertainty, Audience of 20 (all CGS)

5/31/2006

Canadian Geological Survey, Calgary, Presentation: Enhanced Petroleum
Recovery, Audience of 15 people,(all CGS)

6/01/2006

Alberta Research Council, Edmonton, Presentation: Enhanced Petroleum
Recovery, Audience of 50 people (ARC members and local petroleum
industry).

6/02/2006

Univ. of British Columbia. Presentation: Scales, Scaling and Scaleup,
Audience of 25 (students and faculty).

Expenditures to date: $2,299.03.

